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Thieves
target
residents
By Emily Tuckar
Reporter

Residence Life and Public Safely
continue to try and prevent theft
in the residence halls.
Sergeant Timothy lames from
Public Safety said three laptops,
a flat screen television and other
electronics have been stolen
from llarshman.
Laptops are the most popular
stolen items because they are
quick and easy to steal," lames
said. "Last year near the beginning of (he year, a laptop was

stolen every week."
If students don't file a report
as soon as something is stolen,
"solvability goes down," lames
said. Public Safety needs to see
physical evidence of the crime.
There are fewer thefts in
Offenhauer. Pounders and the
Greek units, lames said.
1 ill) Shaal, interim associate
director of Residence Life, said
electronics and cash are the most
frequently stolen items.
"People aren't going to go into
rooms and steal blankets and a
pillow." Shaal said. "Students go
after what they find value in."
Residence Life and Public
Safety staff conduct safety programs from time to time for
students that cover topics from
crime prevention to alcohol consumption. Shaal said parents call
from time to time after students
have something stolen and want to
know how theft can be prevented
again.
"We refer parents to the police,"
Shaal said. "But if students file a
report and have homeowner's
insurance, sometimes it covers sto-

FRENZY: Fakon tans go crazy during the Bowling Green-Marshall home opener on Saturday. See more photos ol the game on Page 8

Tips on how to

prevent
theft
I • keep doors locked
«V« hide all valuables

'Flash mob' stirs up spirit for football game
To help spread awareness for
the first home football game
against Marshall University last
A "flash mob" occurred on the Saturday, University officials
first floor of the Union on Friday, and various student groups
planned the mob which attemptSept. 17.
"I was so shocked. It was great," ed to surprise most people.
said freshman Tiffany Rush. "It
"We worked with a variety of
started out with the cheerleaders student groups and tried to keep
sliding across the floor and then it semi-secret," said Jill Carr,
everybody started dancing."
Dean of Students. "The goal was
By Dan Lamia
Reporter

•#• make a list of serial
numbers on electronics

to bring a sense of school spirit
and adventure," she said.
Cheerleaders, dance team members, student representatives and
University officials took part in a
choreographed dance while others in attendance cheered on the
football team.
bee FLASH! Page 2

Ohio education
set to change

See THEFT | Page 2

'Race to the Top' program
impacts future teachers

Alumni-made movie provides
useful advice for graduates
By Jacob Ritta
Reporter

By Liz Simmons
Reporter

Students preparing to become
teachers through the University's
College of Education department
will face major changes if they
want to work in Ohio.
Ohio, along with nine other
states and the District of
Columbia, were finalists and
winners in Obama's nationwide
program, "Race to the Top." The
program requests states to prepare students for college, the
workplace and competing in
the global economy; build data
systems to monitor students'
success and notify teachers and
principals; recruiting, awarding, and retaining effective
teachers; and turning around
low-achieving schools.
"Race to the Top" has awarded
K-12 schools in Ohio with $400
billion to improve their lowfunctioning schools and provide
effective teachers by 2014.

"It was incredible...
they showed me all

A Biblical Western may sound like
it would be an interesting movie
the tricks and trades
to watch, but it was an even more
interesting movie to make for some
of the project."
recent University graduates.
The movie titled "White Horse
Colleen Mleziva | Graduate
Revelations," was written by
University alumni River Roubaix as Mleziva, worked on the film as a
a short story 10 years ago. He later cinematographer.
Mleziva, who also graduated
converted it into a screenplay with
the help of Lric Miller, who gradu- with a B.A. in Film Production in
ated with a B.A. in film production 2010, said her work on "White Horse
in May. Miller also worked as the Revelations" entailed meeting with
the director to get an idea of what
assistant director and producer.
Miller said that while the film is he wants the film to look like and
a western take on a Biblical passage, translate that to the actual film with
the story is really about a man on a lighting and camera composition.
Miller said his job was mainly
journey to discover who he is, and
that he feels River intended it to be working with River on the organizaopen ended so people could interpret it however they wanted.
See FILM | Page 2
Another former student. Colleen

NATION

DANCE: Senior Stepfanie Baddour busts a move in the Union on Friday.

FORUM

SPORTS

Religious leader hospitalized

'Flash mob' was not random

Defense prevails in football win

The leader of a California religious sect

While the "flash mob" in the Union on Friday helped

Marshall could not overcome four inter-

was hospitalized (or a mental evaluation

to build excitement over the home opener, it was

after group members believing in the

not spontaneous. It was a carefully marketed event,

ceptions, including two touchdowns by
Dwayne Woods and Jerry "Booboo" Gates

apocalypse went missing | Page 5

according to the BG News staff editorial | Page 4

during BG's 44-28 win | Page 6

See TEACHERS] Page 2

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
If you were to participate in a flash mob, what song
would you dance to?
SPENCER WARD
Sophomore. Biology
"My Kind of Party' by Jason
Aldean." | Page 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND EORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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BLOTTER

THEFT

Green, was cited for cnmnal mischief
after tipping over two trash cans
within the 400 block of S Church St

WWWBGNEWS.COM

underage consumption and fettering
after allegedly dropping a glass beer
bottle upon seeing officers near
the comer of S. Mercer Road and
Clough Street

and underage possession within the
500 block of Pie Si

From Page 1

ten items."
If a student thinks something was stolen from their
room, they should report to
the hall staff first. Shaal said.
Then, students can go to the
police and file a report.
"If the police can identify
who committed the theft,
that person can he put
through the disciplinary
process," he said.
Sarah Waters, director
of Residence Ufe. said textbooks are a popular stolen
item during buyback season,
"It's not a huge problem,
but students leave their
rooms unlocked when they
go to class or down the hall,
not realizing that someone
can walk in and steal their
belongings," Waters said.
Waters and Shaal both said
some student's stolen items
can be coveted under their
parents homeowners Insurance. The University is not
responsible for lost or stolen
items within residence halls.
Ptom time to time, residence hall staff will put stickers on student's doors that tell
them their IIMHII> were open,
and they could have been a
victim of theft. Waters said.
Students are allowed to
hang signs in the residence
halls if an item was lost or
stolen, hut they have to abide
by the posting policy.

TEACHERS
From Page 1
"Right now then have
been some discussions
about ["Race to the Top"],"
said Scott Blake of the Ohio
Department of Education.
Blake said the money has
not been allocated yet
While the l Iniversiiy is not
a direct recipient of "Race
to the Top," it will impact
the College of Education
and their students.
"BGSU has a strong connection between higher
education and preparation
and l'-12 schools." said
Becky Pissanos, director of

accrediation/licensure.
Pissanos
said
she
does not speak for the
University's College of
Education, however.
"TheCollegeof Education
responds to what happens
in P-12 schools and pre-

FRI..SEPT.16.
12:08 AM

10:32 AM.

Sarah M R*hey. 26. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for criminal trespass within the 800 blod of 6th Si

A vehde was keyed on both sides
withh the 800 block of 3rd St

12:09 A.M.
Nathan Adams, of Van Wen Oho
was cited for possess**! of marijuana
at the Alumni Field

11:35 P.M.
Zachary J Hams, 18. of Hudson
Ohio, was cited for underage under
the influence within the 100 block of
ManvileAve

Ryan C Moon 21. and Brett M
levepaugh 21. both of Bowling
Green, were cited for nuisance party
violation wrthm the 100 block of
ManvJIc Ave

10:23 P.M.
Luke R. Stoli. 18. of Orrvle. Ot»
was cited for possession of marijuana
and possession of drug paraphernalia
after a traffic stop near the comer
of North Main Street and Industrial
Parkway

11:13 RM.
A man reported being assaulted
by sbr males wearing black hooded
sweatshirts, blue jeans and baseball caps wrthm the 600 block of
Kenwood Ave

11:18 P.M.
Lucas N Keller. 20. of Bowling Green,
was cited for nuisance party violation
within the 900 block of Klotz Rd

SAT., SEPT. 17
2:34 AM.
DuncanC Hal. 21, of Bowing
Green, was cited for disorderly conduct/public uimabon within the 200
block of N. Main St

2:36 AM.
Alexander G Goryaynov. 24. of
Bowing Green, was cited for operating a vehicle impaired near the
comer of North Summit Street and
Frazee Avenue.

329 A.M.
Scott P Ankney. 21. of Bowing

pares candidates to be
teachers, administrators,
and social workers in the
best way to work with
Ohio schools." she said.
At the same time,
(iovernor
Strickland's
House Bill 1 hopes to
reform Ohio's education
plan beginning fiscal year
2011 The Bill plans to alter
educator preparation by
"establishing metrics and
educator
preparations
programs for the preparation of educators and other
school personnel."
As a result, the University
is preparing candidates for
what the state is doing by
changing the way teachers
are evaluated.
"Yes. as are other states,
[Ohio] is revising evaluation systems to make candidates able to work in a
setting and in a way that
is helpful to students,"
Pissanos said.

R I E S

Jared James Varatta. 20. of
Blanchard, Ohio was cited for underage possession wrthm the 900 block
ofKlotRd

11:34 P.M.
Andrew D Anderson. 20. of Toledo,
was arrested for underage possession
of alcohol near the comer of E. Reed
Avenue and N Enterprise Street

11:36 P.M.
Lauren E Wagner, 18. of Uchfield.
Oho. was cited for open contaner

11:43 PM.
Brent J. Graham 22. of Oregon,
Oho was ated for disorderly conduct/pubfc urination withn the 400
blod of N. Enterprise St

after allegedly punching an
indiviudual in the face within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

2:41 AM.
Nicholas A Paletta. 21. and Jesse
Smith 22 both of Sandusky Ohio.
were ated for assault and cnmnal
trespass after a physical altercation
with two other txividuais in a taxi
cab Paletta and Smith were allegedly
found hKing behod a tree wrthn the
800 block of S Colege St

12:46 AM.
CXmcan James Moor, 18. and
Jonathan Schank. 20. both of
Fremont Oho, were cited for underage possession near the comer of
Cbugh Street and Manvle Avenue

Ross C. Hartwig 22. of Toledo, was
cited for open contaner withn tj le
400 block of N Enterprise St

1AM.
Forrest B Cramer. 18. of Bowling
Green, was ated for underage possession near the comer of Clough
Street and Manville Avenue

1158 P.M.
Mark A HurreH, 20. of Bowing
Green, was cried for underage under
the influence withh the 200 bbek of
N. Summit St

2:50 A.M.
Daniel Anas. 52. of San Bemadtno.
Calif, was ated for deorderly conduct/public imation within the 100
block of N. Main St

130 A.M.
Joshua Lee Bailey. 21, of Lima.
Ohio, was cited for open container within the 100 block of N.
Mam St.

SUN. SEPT. 18
12:16 A.M.
Nicholas Dale Hendricks. I& of
FartSeld Ofno. was cited foe jaywalking, underage under the influence
and underage possession vvithin the
200 block of E Court St

2:19 A.M.
Shane M. Sadowski. 20. of
Toledo, was cited for disorderly
conduct/public urination within
the 100 block of N. Main St.

1223 A.M.
Robert D. Curtis. 20. of Toledo, was
cited for underage under the influence of alcohol and open container
within the 600 block of Manvle Awe.

3:15 A.M.
John K. Smith 25, of Wauseoa Ohio,
was cited for open container within
the 200 block of E Court St

2:26 A.M.
Ryan D, Solt. 29. of Bowling
Green, was arrested for disorderly conduct with persistence
within the 100 block of N.
Main St,

Nathaniai Christian Lavey. 19. of
Covngton. Ohio, was cited for
underage under the nfluence and
disorderly conduct/public urination within the 600 block of
Manville Ave.

fe

Patrick John Kennedy Jr. 19. of
Delaware. Ohio was cited for

ONLINE: Go to bgviews com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY

229 A.M.
Mark Josephus Vanham. 23. of
Continental. Ohio, was cited
for disorderly conduct/fighting

12:27AM.

3:06 A.M.
A Burger King employee was stnxk
with a cup of water by an individual
angry at being asked to leave
within the 1500 block of E.
Wooster St

We want to conect all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-372-6966.

FLASH
From Page 1

"Our job is to get everybody hyped about the first
home game," said Megan
Cunningham, junior dance
team member.
Practices for the dance
began in late August and
continued until the day of
the event.
"The flash mob's purpose
is to help spread school
spirit and awareness," said
Nicole Krueger, student
representative.
"I've been at BGSU for a
long time, but this has been
one of my favorite moments,''
Carrsaid.

Visit us online at
www.bgviewscom

'.NDRfAFEHl I ntf RGIIfn
FLASH MOB: Students gather around President Carol Cartvwight and Eugene "Champ" Fells.

trained for movies and were
temperamental and difficult to
work with, Mleziva said.
From
White
Horse
Revelations, Mleziva went on
to work as an extra on a movie
called "Heal Steel," starring
Hugh lackman, which began
production in Detroit in July.
While there, the director
of photography gave her the
opportunity to observe the
production assistants on set, an
experience she said that was
very rewarding.
"It was incred ihl' • 1 veryone
was very hun 1I tiei idl m epting
of me on set. They showed me
all the tricks and trades of the
project and let me handle some
of the equipment," she said.
Mleziva said she plans to

FILM

OF

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future of our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU, and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Some have suggested that we should "try" a union and then
hav another vote if it doesn't work
> If a union is approved, the first contract must be in existence 3 years
before to any attempt to decertify the union.

From Paqe 1
tional aspects of the film.
"We talked about locations and props, cast and
just like how to do that
stuff," he said.
Miller and Mleziva both
said they were drawn to the
project because of its unique
premise; Mleziva said she
was particularly struck by
the beauty of some of the
script's passages.
I lowever, both said they had
significant production problems centered on scheduling
and the difficulty of working
with the horses. The horses used in the film were not

> While only 30% of the members of the bargaining unit is necessary to
begin a unionizing effort, 50% of the members of the bargaining unit
is necessary to begin the decertification process.
> Perhaps a better approach is to "try" our new leaders, especially a new
provost and new president. The unionization option will still be there if
you don't think they are measuring up.
A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.
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pursue a job as a production
assistant, eventually hoping to
work in either the camera or
grip departments.
Miller, on the other hand,
said alt hough he may pursue
film as a career later in life, he
has j< iined (he Army and views
film as more of a hobby.
Though originally planned
to be released in time for the
2010 Sundance Film Festival,
both Mleziva and Miller said
as far as they know the film is
not finished, and is still in the
editing pn icess.
Mle/.iva said that it should
be ready for the 2011 film festival and believes the director.
Roubaix, would be interested in hosting local showings
prior to that date.
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NATION BRIEFS
3 children found
shot dead in Texas
apartment
HOUSTONtAPt-TrreecHoVen

Group protests
Iranian president's
visit to NYC

Blown-out BP well
finally killed at
bottom of Gulf

NEW YORK (AP)-As

The well is dead - finally.

NY church mourns
loss of bishop, 5
others in wreck
NEWYORK-The»smal church
had lost Us leader and five other

Police chief's
daughter found
dead in NC
CHARLOTTE. N.C (AP)

Fire mitigation west
of Boulder under
review
BOULDER.Cob -Fiemaragement offioals and homeowners kviig n

were found *ot dead Sunday at a

Iranian President Mahmoud

A permanent cement plug

suburban Houston apartment buttig,

Ahmadinejad arrived in New

sealed BPs well nearly 2.5 miles

members in a van wreck, and eight

biggest city say they're seeking a

the heavily wooded steep mountarrisides

and tnei rather was charged wth their

York City for the United Nations

below the sea floor in the Gulf of

others lay in hospitals. But members

registered sex offender after the

draws ard canyons west of BcuUa had

muromahersurvwng an apparent

General Assembly dozens of

Mexico, five agonizing months

of the Joy Felowshp Christian

body of a missing police chief's

planned for years for the fire that swept

suiade attempt, authorities said

protesters demonstrated against

after an explosion sank a drilling

Assembles repced in the* faith even as

daughter was found in a self-

through the area on Labor Day.

they mourned their loss Sunday, a day

storage unit

Muhammed Goher. 47. was charged
with three counts of capital murder n

his regime.

rig and led to the worst offshore

The protesters, who set

after the crash on the way to an upstate

oil spill in U.S. history.

church event.

the Sunday n»rmg slayrcrs. sad Harris

up near Central Park on

County Sheriffs Deputy Jamie Wagner

Sunday, wore tape across

Adm Thad Allen, the federal

their mouths to demonstrate

government's point man on the

afternoon at Ben Taub Hospital in

what they consider to be the

Houston, where he was berg treated for

oppressive nature of the Iranian

what irwstigators say wasaseff-fitVted
gunshot wound she said

Goher was in stable condtem Sunday

Gdier's two daughters, ages 15 and
7. and a 12 year old son were krled m the
shooongs. which were reported around

Retired Coast Guard

Chariotte Mecklenburg police,
in a statement Sunday, sad

They spent thousands of hours ard
liurdreasofthcusardsofaokarscuttng
down trees, trimming branches and clear-

the body of 23-year-old Valerie

ing brush and one needes from the forest

congregation wiped away tears at an

Hamilton was found the night

fbor to remove fuel for such a frc

disaster, said Sunday BP's well "is

hourstong service. But many of the

before and they are seeking

effectively dead" and posed no

roughly 100 who gathered at the

34-year-old Michael Neal Harvey

tion efforts worked by sorre measures

government. The nonprofit

further threat to the Gulf Allen

storefront church raised their voices in

Hamilton was the daughter of

There were no reported serious injijies or

Israeli education group. Stand

said a pressure test to ensure

song their arms m prase and thef hope

Concord Chief Merl Hamilton.

deaths from the 3500 people who were

With Us. organized the rally

the cement plug would hold was

n prayer.

Protester Sahand Khoshbaten

completed at 554 am. CDT

(suh-HAHND kohsh-BAH-tehn).

The gusher was contained

9:45 am. at ai apartment near a food

a spokesman for the No To

in mid-July after a temporary

market three mles south of Houston's

Ahmadinejad Committee, said

cap was successfully fitted atop

Bush Irrtertsntinental Aiport

his group supports democratic

the well. Mud and cement were

regime change in Iran.

later pushed down through the

Naghbon didn't rmmecbterV return

- Police in North Carolina's

Some members of the

"I cried enough hst right Theres no

Police say they think
Harvey is the man spotted on

Forest managers say those fie mitiga-

evacuated or hrehghters batting the bbze
Though 166 homes were destroyed,

reason for me to ay anymore. I foe to

surveillance video leaving a

making it the most destructive fie n

be strong for otters." sad Fterl Foster,

Charlotte restaurant with Valerie

CobrarJo history, there were rreire than

who sad she hd known the churrtn

Hamilton the last time she was

500 homes within the 6.200 acre footprint

bishop. Smon White, for 29 years.

seen early Wednesday

of the fie - nearly 10 square mles - that

Whrte and 13 others were on the

Authorities told local

survived accordng to figures compfed

top of the well, allowing the

New York State Thruway. headed to a

newspapers that Harvey was

by Laura McCcnnel a fiefijhter with the

cap to be removed.

church event near Schenectady. when

convicted of a sex offense in New

Bouder Mountan Fie Protection Drstrrt

But the well could not be

a re* ore ruptured and sent th» 1997

York and arrest records show he

declared dead until a relief well

van hurting out of control on Saturday

has been in North Carolina for at

was drilled so that the ruptured

afternoon state poSce sad The van

least five years

he heard a woman soeamug as she left

well could be sealed from the

veered mto a rumble strip and ruled

the apartment at the tjme of the shooting

bottom, ensuring it never causes

over into the grassy metJan throwing

a problem again. The relief well

some of the passengers to the ground

phone messages left Sundry by The

The protest was one of many
expected in the week ahead,

Associated FW

including another scheduled for
One neic^itxx Juki Rodngricz tdd the
Houston Chronde that he did 911 after

Thursday across from the UN.

"I heard her screaming Gun1 Gun!
Shoot! Shoot!'I got scared because I knew

Thursday, and crews started

Accordng to Hams County court

"I'm question*) the whde mngabon
tfwig" sad Laurent Nicauft as he and his
famly removed belonghgs from their
fiedamagedhome. A garage, apartment

intersected the blown-out well

there were kids in there.'he sard

That's little consolation ttouoti for
people who bst Ihei property

and a car on hrs property bd in charred
runs. He had removed several trees ard

-Karen Matthews (AP)

pumping in the cement on Friday

taken other measures to prevent exactly

records. Goher faced a Sept 27 court

that type d loss

hearngn a custody battle with fisex-wfe
-PScfcmonBanda(AP)

-Harry R Weber (AP)

California religious sect members leave letters, families, homes as they wait for apocalyptic event
Jacob Adtlman
The Associated Press

PALMDALE, Calif. —The
leader of a breakaway religious sect was hospitalized
Sunday for a mental evaluation, after members of her
group went missing and left
behind evidence that they
were awaiting the Rapture or

some catastrophic event.
Reyna Marisol Chicas was
placed under a 72-hour mandatory hold after it was determined she was not able to
care for herself or others, said
las Angeles County Sheriffs
IX'puty Thomas Kim.
Chicas gave investigators a
false name and was rambling
during questioning, Kim said.

She told deputies she had no
children, even though her two
kids were with her.
Ending a frantic search,
deputies found Chicas and
12 others just before noon
at Jackie Robinson Park
near Palmdale after getting
a tip from a local resident,
said sheriff's spokesman
Steve Whitmore. He said

all members are safe.
"cult-like'' by sheriff's offiOfficers had been search- cials, was led by Chicas, a
ing a wide swath of Southern 32-year-old woman from
California since Saturday after Palmdale in northeast Los
family members found letters Angeles county, sheriff's
saying the group was await- Captain Mike Parker said.
ing an apocalyptic event and
Members left behind cell
identifications,
would soon see Jesus ami (heir phones,
dead relatives in heaven.
deeds to property, and letThe group of El Salvadoran ters indicating they were
immigrants described as awaiting the Rapture.

"These letters read like a
willandtestatnent.Theyread
like good-bye letters,'' said
Whitmore. "Coupled with
the two husbands that come
in and tell us 'Our wives are
missing, we believe they are
under the spell of this lady,'"
deputies had no choice but
to treat the matter seriously,
he said.

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges

Iflhrwta
Center

.PRUL MITCHELL
FOCUS SALON

*i£^|&5r
■«iM»i SIGN UP NOW!
(^dcJMrr Cinco De Mayo T*J£g
TUBBYS
TAVERN

Pita Pit

in-:i| :ii!|»ine HiMlwUlw."

SOUTH
SIDE

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts; Bar Promotions,

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phor
Show your phone and save.

FORUM
P tUP LC ON

"Laptops are the most popular stolen items because they are quick and easy to
Steal. - Sergeant Timothy James from Public Safety on residence hall thefts [see story, pg. 1].
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If you were to do a flash mob, what song would you dance to?

"No Hands' by

"Howin' Money

"I Gotta Feeling'

WakaFlocka

Fast' by Rick Ross."

by the Black Eyed

BRENT MIITOH,
Junior.
Spoils Management

b

Bulletproof.' by

Peas."

Have ytur own tike cm

BORRIS

SANDIE

today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion lor

CAMERON,
Junior,
Sports Management

AKPAMAGBO,

REX MAZE.
Grad Student.
Music

Freshman.
Business

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewsxem.

STAFF EDITORIAL

Constitution requires ongoing reform to

University organized student
'false mob,' not 'flash mob'

adapt to society's modern dilemmas
New laws would ensure more appreciation, respect for document

Carefully organized rally was opposite of spontaneous, random
If you were in the Union
Friday at 12:30 p.m., you
would have seen something
that is not a flash mob.
Let us tell you what a
flash mob is. It's a large
group of people who assemble suddenly in a public
place, perform an unusual and pointless act for a
brief time, then disperse,
according to Wikipedia.
A flash mob is supposed
to be secretive. However,
ours was carefully planned
and promoted to give the
illusion of spontaneity for
all of YouTube to witness.
When else would you see
CarolCart wright. Freddieand
Frieda. Mike Paulus (Director
of Dining Services), SicSic,
Andy Alt (Assistant dean of
Students) and members of

the Undergraduate Student
Government in the Union at
the same time? Not to mention the entire cheerleading
squad in full uniform, eight
different cameras and multiple photographers?
How obvious is a crowd of
people all wearing orange
pouring into the Union
through the back doors at
the same time? This publicity stunt was really a
pep rally not-so-cleverly
disguised as a flash mob.
And if you saw Friday's false
mob, chances are you knew it
was occurring.
In fact, the Athletics
Department used social networking to get students to the
Union; SicSic made promotional signs; Dean of Students
Jill Can sent an e-mail to the

Student Alumni Connection
inviting everyone to specifically witness or take part in
the flash mob. Many people
involved used extreme tactics, going so far as to falsely
advertise free ice cream in
the Union.
All this promotion shows
the University administration does not have faith in
our students to execute a
legitimate flash mob, but
they would rather control
and manipulate the efforts to
produce a tool for advertising
the University's manufactured school spirit.
USG and student leaders, we challenge you
to try it again. Put your
faith in the students to
make a memory instead
of a marketing scheme.

Sprinklers dampen students' moods
Watering lawns, trees constantly makes walking on campus difficult
longer? The printing situation doesn't really bother
me, personally, since the
majority of universities don't
■En fcmmNNAH
i COLUMNIST
exclude printing money from
tuition. But I can certainly
understand the frustration
of watching the University's
What's with the sprinklers?
It seems everywhere I go money being spent frivolouson campus, I'm in danger of ly when, in the past, it was
drowning. Most of the time I set aside for something bencan skillfully dodge them. But eficial.
I have been sprayed in the
Not only are the sprinklers
face during a jog on at least running up the University's
one occasion.
water bill but they are probOn my way back to ably drowning all of the plant
Founders in the mornings, life when the water pools up
I have to walk in the grass at the base of the trees. Trees
where all the field mice live can handle very dry and very
to avoid the sprinklers that wet conditions for short perispray the sidewalk leading ods of time, but at the rate the
into one of the side doors. I'm sprinklers are going, they're
sure everyone has similar not giving the trees a chance
experiences with these sprin- to catch a break.
klers. I see people going out of
Maybe it's just my inner
their way to avoid them on a hippie, but I get concerned
regular basis.
when I watch the water hamHere's a question I've been mer onto the tree trunks. In
hearing a lot around campus: case you haven't noticed,
How can we afford to keep these aren't your typical
the sprinklers running con- backyard sprinklers. They're
standy when the University pretty brutal.
won't pay for our printing any
Now. I shouldn't assume

SPEAK YOUR MIND

that 1 know how the school
spends
their
money.
Obviously, I don't. There's
an underlying reason for
everything, but I honestly
can't figure out why the
University needs to keep
the sprinklers running
constantly.
They get in the way of
students' commute to class,
drown trees and generally
wreak havoc around campus, especially around the
old campus area. 1 have
watched students calculate the movements of the
sprinkler, waiting for the
right moment to make a
run for it. Even then, they
usually come out soaked.
I've never been one
to complain about this,
mainly because of what I
mentioned earlier: There's
an underlying reason for
everything, and I'm sure
the University has a decent
excuse. But at the same time,
the points that my frustrated friends and peers
have brought up are very
reasonable. Some of what
the University is doing simply doesn't make sense. It's
give and take, I suppose.
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this page.
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increase borrowing (if that's
possible) in order to balance
the budget. It's no more likely that they would consider
cutting spending under a
balanced budget amendment than they do now.
The following quotes were
taken fromCanadaFreePress.
com dated Sept. 16. They
spell out succinctly two very
opposite viewpoints about
our Constitution:
As author RJ. O'Rourke
noted,
"The
U.S.
Constitution is less than a
quarter the length of the
owner's manual for a 1998
Toyota Camry. and yet it
has managed to keep 300
million of the world's most
unruly, passionate and
energetic people safe, prosperous and free."
On the other hand,
President Obama described
the Constitution as "a charter of negative liberties. It
says what the states can't
do to you. Says what the
federal government can't do
to you, but doesn't say what
the federal government or
state government must do
on your behalf."
With all due respect, Mr.
President, that's the whole
idea. People can usually do
a much better job of caring for themselves and
their families than outsiders. When outside help is
needed — as it occasionally is — it usually results
in a governmental program
that starts out temporary,
but has a habit of becoming
permanent — and costly.
It took about one hundred days to write the
Constitution, probably less
than the time it takes to
get any substantive change
enacted and implemented
at the University.
In 1887, British Prime
MinisterGladstone observed
"The American Constitution
is, so far as I can see, the
most wonderful work ever
struck off at a given time
by the brain and purpose
of man."
So let's enjoy, understand and appreciate our
Constitution. A lot of people
have lived under it, would
love to live under it, and
have died defending it.
Respond to Phil at
the news @bgnews. com
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On Friday, the nation
observed Constitution Day,
commemorating the 223rd
anniversary of the signing of
the U.S. Constitution.
Over the years, many
amendments have been proposed to the Constitution,
most of which have failed
to be enacted into law.
Nevertheless, people continue to want to change
or amend it to fit changing times or new challenges
that the nation faces.
So, it's my turn to tinker
with it. I'm proposing several changes that I feel would
best serve the interests of
the nation.
To begin with, I'd propose a change to the 10th
Amendment. Presently, the
amendment states that
the "powers not delegated
to the United States" are
reserved to the States or to
the people.
The word "expressly"
should be inserted between
the words "not" and "delegated." This would clearly
express the concept that the
U.S. Government's functions are limited and not
expansive — a concept that
we seemed to have forgotten in the past 70 years.
At
the
time
the
Constitution was written,
the proposal was made to
include the term "expressly," but James Madison
opposed it on the grounds
that it would be impossible
to detail in the Constitution
each and every function
that the federal government
could conceivably undertake. He felt that certain
powers were implied and
reminded delegates to the
Constitutional Convention
that the word "expressly"
had been removed from
Virginia's Constitution.
But Madison didn't live in
an age where a federal governmental agency issued
regulations on whether
ketchup in school lunch
programs was considered a
vegetable (as it did during
the Nixon Administration),
or mandate that individuals purchase medical

insurance or face a fine,
as "Obamacare" would, or
mandate that federally
funded educational institutions at all levels observe
Constitution Day (this latter piece of federal meddling is courtesy of the late
Senator Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia, who attached
it onto an appropriation bill
last year). What a country.
A
second
change
would involve the 17th
Amendment, which was
enacted in 1913. It transferred the election of senators from state legislatures
directly to the people.
Although its enactment
sprang from the Progressive
movement and it sounds
democratic — power to the
people and all that — the
net effect of this amendment has been the loss of
our collective awareness
that senators represent the
states and representatives
represent the people. The
power and influence of
the states has thus been
diminished and the nation
has suffered.
Another
amendment
I would offer would mandate term limits for senators
and representatives. There
are arguments against this,
usually citing the loss of
"institutional memory" that
would occur with a constant turnover of members
of Congress.
But, which is worse: the
loss of "experience," or
career politicians remaining
in office for what seems like
a lifetime?
A final change would
be enactment of what the
Virginia legislature has
recently proposed: An
amendment empowering
a super majority of the
states (three-quarters) to
overturn any act of the
federal government.
It seems to me that this
would remind the "hired
help" on Capitol Hill that
their actions are subject to
the people — which is, as I
recall, one of the chief benefits of limited, representative government.
I would oppose a balanced budget amendment.
The federal government can
raise funds by taxation and
by borrowing. Under a balanced budget amendment,
Uncle Sam would probably
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Students reach for stars on GeoJourney
Climbing Mount St. Helens offers columnist unique perspective of standing above clouds
By Mkh.l. Wyiockl
Columnist

Don't let anyone tell
you "the sky is the limit."
because today 1 was above
the stars.
We
took
off
for
Washington early in the
morning. Thursday was
mostly spent driving,
but more importantly
it was time to mentally
prepare for what Friday
was to bring.
My alarm went off at 5:30
a.m. Friday morning, hut 1
was already awake. Nerves
and jitters ran through me
like water in a stream. We
packed lunches that could
have fed small countries
and filled our water bottles up.
My backpack weighed as
much as a small child but I
wasn't taking any chances.
We left for the trailhead
at 6:15 a.m. and at that
point it finally set in that
I was really about to climb
Mount St. Helens.
The first two miles consisted of an uphill hike,
which already had me second-guessing my physical capabilities. When we
reached the end of the tree
line we reached the point
of no return.
In front of us lay two
miles of rocks and boulder, which we had to
climb, dodge and scale in
order to move on. It was
fun at first, like a playground for grown-ups.
Then the rocks started
getting bigger and harder
to climb and my legs felt
more and more like sandbags as minutes passed.
boulder
field
w,The
seemed to be never-end-

ing. Just when I thought
1 reached the top and it
couldn't possibly go on, it
did. Every ridge kept getting farther away and my
spirits were dwindling,
but when I reached the
end of the boulder field I
had more determination
than ever before.
The last mile was ash
that I would refer to as
quicksand, since every
time I took a step I sunk
in. This was the home
stretch, the shortest distance of all the terrain,
but it was the hardest yet.
This last mile was a mental game that can make or
break a lot of people.
At this point I already
traveled four miles uphill
and through boulders
and 1 wasn't about to turn
back now.
My leg muscles throbbed
as I took each step. I got
to the point where 1 could
see the top, the end was
in sight and I could see
all of my classmates and
instructors at the top.
The assistant director, Ian Rodgers, was
with me pulling up the
rear, since I was the last
one. 1 was exhausted and
sore but then I thought
about my family and how
proud they would be and
I couldn't let them down.
1 couldn't let myself down
and 1 wanted to do this
more than anything.
As Ian and I got closer
to the top I could hear my
classmates cheering me
on. I focused my eyes on
the ground and pushed
myself not to stop until 1
got to the top.
After climbing 5 miles
of distance and a mile in

elevation I finally reached
the summit of Mount St.
Helens. I collapsed on the
spot and inhaled my victory prize: a Dark Chocolate
Hershey bar.
When I stood up to enjoy
the view, I was speechless. This overwhelming
feeling took over and I
couldn't help but tear up.
I was standing on top of a
mountain that was literally
above the clouds.
Something that seemed
so impossible 6 hours prior
was now reality. 1 felt so
empowered, this was now
my biggest accomplishment and I didn't know
what could top a feeling
such as this. People always
tell you "the sky is the limit"
but 1 don't believe that anymore, because today, 1 was
above the clouds.
Going down was just as
hard as going up. Once
everyone was safely back to
camp it was time to feast.
They took us to Rocky's
Pizza Buffet where we
absolutely wiped the counters clean of food. This
was the only place where
you could put cheesy potatoes and pudding on the
same plate. I know my
mom would have been so
proud. We all exceeded
our food intake limits and
then some.
On Saturday, we spent
the day learning about
Mount St. Helens. We went
to the visitor's center and
the observatory where
we actually got to see the
mountain in full view.
It was amazing to look
at and realize we were
just on top of it yesterday. I definitely had a
greater appreciation for

it after 1 climbed it.
Sunday we had a day
off in Portland, Ore. We
ate at Buffalo Wild Wings
for lunch and they played
football on every IV. I was
in heaven. We all enjoyed
the rest of our day off and
went back to camp.
Monday passed with
ease and Tuesday quickly
greeted us. We spent the
better par! of the day at
Crater Lake where we participated in the infamous
cliff-jumping tradition.
After hiking a mile to the
jumping point, adrenaline
was running through my
veins. Without hesitation,
I got up on the top of the
rock at the edge of the cliff,
threw my arms up and
jumped 15 feet into the
clearest lake I have ever
seen. Once I hit the water,
instant shock set in.
The bite of the 50 degree
water took my breath
away as I swam to the
rocks. After warming up
a little 1 went for it yet
again, proving to myself
that 1 had become fearless.
The rest of the day came
and went with Wednesday
approaching fast.
Wednesday was mostly a drive day to get to
California, but once we
got to camp we proceeded
to take our second exam.
The light of the propanetanked lanterns flickered
as we answered question
after question.
Thursday was mail day.
The letters from home
were nice but the homemade cookies my mom
made were heavenly.
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If you were to do a flash mob, what song would you dance to?

"Blowin' Money
Fast'by Rick Ross"

"I Gotta Feeling'
by the Black Eyed
Peas."
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Constitution requires ongoing reform to

University organized student
'false mob,' not 'flash mob'

adapt to society's modern dilemmas
New laws would ensure more appreciation, respect for document

Carefully organized rally was opposite of spontaneous, random
If you were in the Union
Friday at 12:'M) p.m.. you
would have seen something
that is not a flash mob.
Let us tell you what a
flash mob is. It's a large
groupof people whoassemble suddenly in a public
place, perform an unusual and pointless act for a
brief time, then disperse,
according to Wikipedia.
A flash mob is supposed
to be secretive. However,
ours was carefully planned
and promoted to give the
illusion of spontaneity for
all ofYouTube to witness.
When else would you see
CarolCartwright.l reddieand
Frieda, Mike Pauhis (Director
of Dining Services). SicSic,
Andy Alt (Assistant dean of
Students) and members of

the Undergraduate Student
Government in the Union at
the same time? Not to mention the entire cheerleading
squad in full uniform, eight
different cameras and multiple photographers?
1 low obvious is a crowd of
people all wearing orange
pouring into the Union
through the back doors at
the same time? This publicity stunt was really a
pep rally not-so-cleverly
disguised as a flash mob.
And if you saw Friday's false
mob. chances are you knew it
was occurring.
In fact, the Athletics
Department used social networking to get students to the
Union; SicSic made promotional signs: Dean of Students
Jit I Can sent an e-mail to the

Student Alumni Connection
inviting everyone to specifically witness or take part in
the flash mob. Many people
involved used extreme tactics, going so far as to falsely
advertise free ice cream in
the Union.
All this promotion shows
the University administration does not have faith in
our students to execute a
legitimate flash mob. but
they would rather control
and manipulate the efforts to
produce a tool for advertising
the University's manufactured school spirit.
USG and student leaders, we challenge you
to try it again. Put your
faith in the students to
make a memory instead
of a marketing scheme.

Sprinklers dampen students' moods
Watering lawns, trees constantly makes walking on campus difficult
longer? The printing situation doesn't really bother
me. personally, since the
&... i mtrlNAHBttLtR majority of universities don't
excludeprintingmoneyfrom
M
I COLUMNIST
tuition. But I can certainly
understand the frustration
What's with the sprinklers?
of watching the University's
lt seems everywhere I go money being spent frivokiuson campus, I'm in danger of ly when, in the past, it was
drowning. Most of the time I set aside for something ben
can skillfully dodge them. But eficial.
I have been sprayed in the
Not only are the sprinklers
face during a jog on at least running up the University's
one occasion.
water bill but they are probOn my way back to ably drowning all of the plant
Founders in the mornings, life when the water pools up
I have to walk in the grass at the base of the trees. Trees
where all the field mice live can handle very dry and very
to avoid the sprinklers that wet conditions for short perispray the sidewalk leading ods of time, but at the rate the
into one of the side doors. I'm sprinklers arc going, they're
sure everyone has similar not giving the trees a chance
experiences with these sprin- to catch a break.
klers. I see people going out of
Maybe it's just my inner
their way to avoid them on a hippie, but I get concerned
when I watch the water hamregular basts.
Here's a question I've been mer onto the tree trunks. In
hearing a lot around campus: case you haven't noticed,
How can we afford to keep these aren't your typical
the sprinklers running con- backyard sprinklers. They're
stantly when the University pretty brutal.
Now. I shouldn't assume
won't pay for our printing any

1
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that 1 know how the school
spends
their
money.
Obviously, I don't. There's
an underlying reason for
everything, but I honestly
can't figure out why the
University needs to keep
the sprinklers running
constantly.
They get in the way of
students' commute to class,
drown trees and generally
wreak havoc around campus, especially around the
old campus area. 1 have
watched students calculate the movements of the
sprinkler, waiting for the
right moment to make a
run for it. Even then, they
usually come out soaked.
I've never been one
to complain about this,
mainly because of what 1
mentioned earlier: There's
an underlying reason for
everything, and I'm sure
the University has a decent
excuse. But at the same time,
the points that my frustrated friends and peers
have brought up are very
reasonable. Some of what
the University is doing simply doesn't make sense. It's
give and take, I suppose.
Respond to Hannah al
tlieneifs@bgnews.com
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increase borrowing (if that's
possible) in order to balance
the budget. It's no more likely that they would consider
cutting spending under a
balanced budget amendment than they do now.
The following quotes were
takenfromCanadal'ree Press,
com dated Sept. 16. They
spell out succincUy two very
opposite viewpoints about
our Constitution:
As author P.J. O'Rourke
noted,
"The
U.S.
Constitution is less than a
quarter the length of the
owner's manual for a 1998
Toyota Camry, and yet it
has managed to keep 300
million of the world's most
unruly, passionate and
energetic people safe, prosperous and free."
On the other hand.
President Obama described
the Constitution as "a charter of negative liberties. It
says what the states can't
do to you. Says what the
federal government can't do
to you, but doesn't say what
the federal government or
state government must do
on your behalf."
With all due respect, Mr.
President, that's the whole
idea. People can usually do
a much better job of caring for themselves and
their families than outsiders. When outside help is
needed — as it occasionally is — it usually results
in a governmental program
that starts out temporary,
but has a habit of becoming
permanent — and costly.
It took about one hundred days to write the
Constitution, probably less
than the time it takes to
get any substantive change
enacted and implemented
at the University.
In 1887, British Prime
MinisterGladstoneobserved
"The American Constitution
is, so far as I can see, the
most wonderful work ever
struck off at a given time
by the brain and purpose
of man."
So let's enjoy, understand and appreciate our
Constitution. A lot of people
have lived under it, would
love to live under it, and
have died defending it.

Respond to Phil at
thenews @bgnews. com
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On Friday, the nation
observed Constitution Day.
commemorating the 223rd
anniversary of the signing of
the U.S. Constitution.
Over the years, many
amendments have been proposed to the Constitution,
most of which have failed
to be enacted into law.
Nevertheless, people continue to want to change
or amend it to fit changing times or new challenges
that the nation faces.
So. it's my turn to tinker
with it. I'm proposing several changes that I feel would
best serve the interests of
the nation.
To begin with, I'd propose a change to the 10th
Amendment. Presently, the
amendment states that
the "powers not delegated
to the United States" are
reserved to the States or to
the people,
The word "expressly'1
should be inserted between
the words "not" and "delegated." This would clearly
express the concept that the
U.S. Government's functions are limited and not
expansive — a concept that
we seemed to have forgotten in the past 70 years.
At
the
time
the
Constitution was written,
the proposal was made to
include the term "expressly," but lames Madison
opposed it on the grounds
that it would be impossible
to detail in the Constitution
each and every function
that the federal government
could conceivably undertake. He felt that certain
powers were implied and
reminded delegates to the
Constitutional Convention
that the word "expressly"
had been removed from
Virginia's Constitution.
But Madison didn't live in
an age where a federal governmental agency issued
regulations on whether
ketchup in school lunch
programs was considered a
vegetable (as it did during
the Nixon Administration),
or mandate that individuals purchase medical

insurance or face a fine,
as "Obamacare" would, or
mandate that federally
funded educational institutions at all levels observe
Constitution Day (this latter piece of federal meddling is courtesy of the late
Senator Robert C. Byrd of
West Virginia, who attached
it onto an appropriation bill
last yearl. What a country.
A
second
change
would involve the 17th
Amendment, which was
enacted in 1913. It transferred the election of senators from state legislatures
directly to the people.
Although its enactment
sprangfrom the Progressive
movement and it sounds
democratic — power to the
people and all that — the
net effect of this amendment has been the loss of
our collective awareness
that senators represent the
states and representatives
represent the people. The
power and influence of
the states has thus been
diminished and the nation
has suffered.
Another
amendment
I would offer would mandate term limits for senators
and representatives. There
are arguments against this,
usually citing the loss of
"institutional memory" that
would occur with a constant turnover of members
of Congress.
But, which is worse: the
loss of "experience," or
career politicians remaining
in office for what seems like
a lifetime?
A final change would
be enactment of what the
Virginia legislature has
recently proposed: An
amendment empowering
a super majority of the
states (three-quarters) to
overturn any act of the
federal government.
It seems to me that this
would remind the "hired
help" on Capitol Hill that
their actions are subject to
the people — which is, as I
recall, one of the chief benefits of limited, representative government.
I would oppose a balanced budget amendment.
The federal government can
raise funds by taxation and
by borrowing. Under a balanced budget amendment.
Uncle Sam would probably
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Students reach for stars on GeoJourney
Climbing Mount St. Helens offers columnist unique perspective of standing above clouds
ByMichcleWyiocIci
Columnist

ing, lust when I thought elevation I finally reached
1 reached the top and it the summit of Mount St.
couldn't possibly go on, it Helens. I collapsed on the
Don't lot anyone tell did. Every ridge kept get- spol and inhaled my victoyou "the sky is the limit," ting farther away and my ry prize: a Dark Chocolate
because today I was above spirits were dwindling, I lershey bar.
the stars.
When 1 stood up to enjoy
but when I reached the
We
took
off
for end of the boulder field I the view, I was speech
Washington early in the had more determination less. This overwhelming
morning. Thursday was than ever before.
feeling took over and I
mostly spent driving,
The last mile was ash couldn't help but tear up.
but more importantly that I would refer to as I was standing on top of a
it was time to mentally quicksand, since every mountain that was literally
prepare for what Friday time I took a step I sunk above the clouds.
was to bring.
in I his was the home
Something that seemed
My alarm went off at 5:30 Stretch, the shortest dis- so impossible fi hours prior
a.m. Friday morning, but I tance of all the terrain, was now reality. 1 felt so
was already awake. Nerves but it was the hardest yet. empowered, this was now
and jitters ran through me I his last mile was a nun my biggest accomplishlike water in a stream. We tal game that c an make or ment and I didn't know
packed lunches that could break a lot of people.
what could top a feeling
have fed small countries
At this point I already such as this. People always
and filled our water bot- traveled four miles uphill tell you "the sky is the limit'
tles up.
and through boulders but I don't believe that anyMy backpack weighed as and I wasn't about to turn more, because today. I was
much as a small child but I back now.
above the clouds.
wasn't taking any chances.
My leg muscles throbbed
Cioing down was just as
We left for the trailhead as 1 took each step. 1 got hard as going up. Once
at 6:15 a.m. and at that to the point where 1 could everyone was safely hack to
point it finally set in that see the top, the end was camp it was time to least.
I was really about to climb in sight and I could sec
They took us to Rocky's
Mount St. Helens.
all of my classmates and Pizza Buffet where we
The first two miles con- instructors at the top.
absolutely wiped the counThe assistant direc- ters clean of food. This
sisted of an uphill hike,
which already had me sec- tor Ian Kodgers, was was the only place where
ond-guessing my physi- with me pulling up the you could put cheesy potacal capabilities. When we rear, since I was the last toes and pudding on the
reached the end of the tree one. I was exhausted and same plate. 1 know my
line we reached the point snic hut then 1 thought mom would have been so
of no return.
about my family and how proud. We all exceeded
In front of us lay two proud they would be and our food intake limits and
miles of rocks and boul- 1 couldn't let them down. then some.
der, which we had to 1 couldn't let myself down
On Saturday, we spent
climb, dodge and scale in and I wanted to do this the day learning about
order to move on. It was more than anything.
Mount St. Helens. We went
As Ian and I got closer to the visitor's center and
fun at first, like a playground for grown-ups. to the top I could hear my the observatory where
Then the rocks started classmates cheering me we actually got to see the
getting bigger and harder on. I focused my eyes on mountain in full view.
to climb and my legs felt the ground and pushed
It was amazing to look
more and more like sand- myself not to stop until I at and realize we were
got to the top.
bags as minutes passed.
just on top of it yester. The
boulder
field
After climbing 5 miles day. 1 definitely had a
seemed to be never-end- of distance and a mile in greater appreciation for

it alter I climbed it.
Sunday we had a day
off in Portland, Ore. We
ate at Buffalo Wild Wings
for lunch and they played
football on every IV. I was
in heaven. We all enjoyed
the rest of our day off and
went back to camp.
Monday passed with
ease and Tuesday quickly
greeted us. We spent the
better part of the day at
Crater Lake where1 we pal
ticipated in the infamous
cliff-jumping tradition
After hiking a mile to the
jumping point, adrenaline
was running through my
veins. Without hesitation
I got up on the top of the
rock at the edge of the cliff,
threw my arms up and
jumped 15 feel into the
clearest lake I have evei
seen Once I hit (he water,
instant shock set in.
I he bite of the ">(> degree
water took my breath
away as 1 swam to the
cocks Alter warming up
a little I went lor it yet
again, proving to mysell
that I had become fearless.
The rest of the day came
and went with Wednesday
approaching fast.
Wednesday was most
ly a drive day to get to
California, but once we
got to tamp we proceeded
tee take out second exam.
The light of the propanetanked lanterns flickered
as we answered question
after question.
Thursday was mail day.
The letters from home
were nice but the home
made cookies my mom
made were heavenly.
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Falcons turnover Marshall
otes: Defense powers
BG to win over Marshall
By Paul Barnay
Sports Editor

ANDBiUFEHt
PICK-SIX: Dwayne Woods faces down the sideline 78-yards for a touchdown after intercepting a Brian Anderson second quarter pass in BG's 44-28 win Saturday

I'hey allowed 376 total yards
of offense.
They gave up 185 yards on the
ground on 26 carries.
They let a running back explode
for 121 of those yards on just seven
carries — including a 68-yard run.
They surrendered leads of 21
points — twice.
And, yes. defense was still
the highlight for the Falcons
Saturday night in their 44-28
win over Marshall at Doyt
Perry Stadium.
Dwayne Woods returned a 78yard interception for a touchdown in
the second quarter and true freshman Jerry "Booboo" Gates added
a 29-yard pick-six of his own in the
fourth quarter to power B(". to a win
in its home opener and its first win
of the 2010 season.

"lit was] a great game plan by the
coaches and all we did was execule
it." Woods said.
Woods' return gave the Falcons
a 14-0 lead at the end of the first
quarter and Gates' provided some
insurance and ultimately sealed
the game,
"It was marvelous, I knew 1 had
to make a big play for my team."
Gates said. "Coach was talking
this week about getting our swagger back, so we were out there
playing with a swag."
The interception returns were
just two of four interceptions on
the night by BG's defense, as Jovan
Leacock and Keith Morgan added
picks of their own.
In all, the Falcons forced five
Marshall turnovers.

See NOTES ] Page i

Falcons gain momentum, win
three matches in Pittsburgh

TYIER STABILE

-•■
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RUN: Senior Jesse Smuda (left) races at the Mel Brodt Invitational last weekend

Men's cross country
excels in Spartan Invite
By Jamar Lark
Reporter

The BG men's cross country team
competed in its third meet of the
2010 season when it traveled to Fast
Ixinsing, Mich., for the 2010 Spartan
Invitational on Friday.
The Falcons ran an 8K against
over 20 other schools from the
Ohio, Michigan and Indiana region,
including two Mid-American
Conference opponents in Miami
and Central Michigan.
The host team, Michigan State, is

ranked 18th in the current United
States Track & Field and Cross
Country Coaches' Association poll.
No team scoring occurred for
the meet, only individual results
were tallied.
As he has for each of the
Falcons' meets since the beginning of his sophomore season,
senior Chris Moody was the
Falcons' top performer.
I lis 8K time of 0:25:55 gave him a
41st place finish out of the 288 runSee CROSS | Page 7

Women's cross country
break personal records
By Nick King
Reporter

For the second straight week the
Falcon women's cross country team
was able to prove how competitive
they were when they raced for the
first time on the road this season

Sunday at the Spartan Invitational.
The race, held in Hast Lansing,
Mich., was an upgrade from a 5k
race to a 6k race featuring 231
runners.
See RECORDS | Page 8
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By Justin Onslow
Reporter

The Falcon volleyball team
came away from the Blue and
Ciold Invitational this weekend
with three wins and a little
more experience.
For the first time this season,
the Falcons won a match that
extended beyond three sets,
proving they are learning to
close out matches.
This weekend, they did it not
once, but twice.
In the opening round of action,
BG went four sets with St. Francis
and pulled away with a 3-1 victory behind freshman Paige I'enrod
and senior Noelle Spitler.
Penrod led the team with 13
kills, while Spitler added 10 kills
and a career-high seven blocks.
Freshman Ashley Dunn also
contributed a career-high 26 digs
for BG.
The Falcons dominated St.
Francis in almost every category

including kills, digs and blocks.
The Falcons went on to play
Pittsburgh in their following
match, but could not manage
to finish strong, falling to the
Panthers in five sets, 22-25,25-16,
21-25.25-19, 15-12.
In the Falcons' two winning
sets they hit .273 or better, but
did not eclipse the .100 mark in
any of the three sets they lost.
Penrod once again led the
Falcons in kills.
She posted her first career
20-kilI performance against
Pittsburgh.
Senior Sam Fish also played
exceptionally, recording 33
assists and eight digs in the loss.
After losing the tough five-set
match to Pittsburgh, BG came
out refreshed Saturday and went
deep into its next match with
Eastern Illinois.
The Falcons jumped out to an
early lead in the match, defeating F.astern Illinois 25-17.
With a 1-0 BG lead, Eastern

MEN'S SOCCER

TWITTER

Illinois came out firing and
evened the score with a 25-13
set victory.
After Eastern Illinois took the
third set 25-18, the Falcons had
their backs to the wall.
Down 2-1, the Falcons hit .275
in the fourth set and held onto a
late lead, tying the match at 2-2
with a 25-22 win.
Having gone five sets with
Pittsburgh a day earlier, BG
knew what it would take to steal
the match in its fifth set against
Eastern Illinois.
After giving up a three point
lead and allowing Eastern Illinois
to tie the set at 10-10, freshman
Lindsey Butterfield stepped up
with two critical kills to close out
the match.
Butterfield was superb in the
final set.
She recorded five kills in the
fifth. Penrod led the Falcons in
See HETTERS | Page 7
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SPIKE: Danielle Tonyan (middle) spikes the ball in a game earlier this season. Tonyan posted a .471 attack percentage against Robert Morris Saturday.
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Men's golf heads to Kentucky
By Brendan Pick.rt
Reporter

The men's golf team is traveling to its third tournament today and Tuesday.
With a strong third place
finish in their first tournament, coach Garry Winger is
looking for more consistency from his five-man team,
which finished 13th in its second tournament a week ago.
Captain Drew Preston will
look to lead Winger's regular
lineup of Wes Gates, Parker
Mewit, Charlie Olson and
Chris Mclvin to a strong start
this week.
"It was a wake-up call
to the guys," Winger said.
"We had some success, but
last week showed us that
we are capable of being
beat by any team."
Today the Falcons will
head south to Louisville,

KY. to compete in the
Cardinal Intercollegiate,
Hosted by the University
of Louisville, the Falcons
haven't played theCardinal
Intercollegiate since 2008.
The par-72 course will
feature many teams that
defeated BG last week in
Huntington, WV.
"I prefer when we play on
harder courses with better
competition," Winger said.
"The course last week made
a lot of average players better,
and that's not what 1 want the
boys to play in all the time."
"Last week was a lot of
teams' first tournament,
and we have to watch out
for the Austin Peay and
Eastern Kentucky Teams,"
he added. "Teams like
Wisconsin can always have
good talent, but the other
schools you don't hear
about a lot are the ones we

have to pay attention to."
"We have the
Winger noticed last week
some of his golfers were
opportunity to play
showing poor body language on the course.
with good teams. If
Winger said he has
addressed the problem
you get beat, you
with his team and expects
to not see it again for the get beat. You have to
rest of the season.
deal with it"
"We have the opportunity to play with good
teams,1' Winger said. "If
Garry Winger | BG coach
you get beat, you get beat.
You have to deal with it."
Winger wants his team for posting below par
to have more confidence scores, but sometimes just
when they play bigger a few strokes under par
opponents, like when they isn't enough against all
played against Ohio State collegiate competition.
and Xavier last week.
"The guys have to push
"When you play with themselves to want to get to
guys who are expected to that six or seven under par
be better than you. you score," Winger said. "A lot of
have to raise your game to it's mental, but sometimes
you have to be smart with
compete," Winger said.
Winger praised his team your shots."
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Falcon rugby speeds past Davenport
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BG falls to Michigan
State, rebounds for
win at Indiana State

PHOTO PROVIDED BY ROGER MAZZ«fl£LU

NOWHERE TO 60: Lock Justm Stevens, scrum hall Frank Martinez, flanker Zach Hewitt and center Jordan Johnson take down a Davenport defender.

ByCJW.Uon
Reporter

The BG Rugby team faced its
first real challenge this week
in front of a home crowd and
did not disappoint.
The Falcons defeated the
Davenport Panthers 46-19
Saturday to push their record
to 3-0 this season.
The defending Midwest
champions had a lot to prove
after defeating their first two
opponents handily by over
100 points each.
Davenport is competing in
its first season of Division 1
rugby and prides itself as a
rugby school.
According to the Director
of Rugby and former head
coach of the Falcons, Roger
Mazzarella, rugby is the athletic department's top priority as it is considered a varsity sport with scholarships
offered to the players.
The match pitted two very

different styles of offense
against one another.

The Falcons boast a wideopen offense where their
speed is the biggest threat
.whereas the Panthers play
a more grinding style of
rugby with the help of their
large forwards,
"It was a good win," BG's
coach Tony Mazzarella said.
"They were very tough and
very big. I think their pack
easily outweighed us by at
least 200 pounds or more.
They've been doing a lot of
recruiting ... they went after
a lot of quality players and
they've gotten a lot better."
In the first half, the Falcons
made some mistakes that
Davenport capitalized on to
put points on the board, with
sloppy passes and miscommunication allowing the
Panthers to take the lead.
Wing Max Narewski scored
the Falcons' first try of the
half on a long run down the

Morris in the match. They
never trailed by more than
a point during the threeFrom Page 6
set showdown.
killsyetagainwitha 16-kill
Penrod capped off her
performance. Freshman all-tournament perforLaura Avila added a dou- mance with 11 kills.
Spitler also added 11
ble-double with 29 assists
kills, while Dunn led the
and 10 digs.
In the Falcons' final team in digs with 20. Avila
match of the weekend, they recorded 21 assists.
The Falcons (5-9) are set
pulled out a close three-set
victory over Robert Morris, to begin Mid-American
Conference play this Friday
25-22.25-19, 25-20.
It was the Falcons' at Akron. They will then
10th three-set match of travel to Buffalo Saturday
before returning home to
the season.
BG dominated Robert host Miami Sept. 30.

NETTERS

visit us out online @
WWW.

BGVfews
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sideline and fullback Rocco
Mauer added another try at
the end of the half to turn the
momentum in BG's favor.
!!Gs mistakes allowed
Davenport to lead 17-10 at
the half.
In the second half, BG's
speed and fitness overcame
the size of the Davenport
forwards and propelled the
team for a big win in front of
its home crowd.
The Panthers were not
able to stop the Falcons'
attack and only managed
to score two more points in
the second half.
"We got behind the eight
ball pretty early," Roger
Mazzarella said. "I'm proud
of how the guys got behind
what we were doing and
started believing. We didn't
really change what we had
to do, we just had to execute
a little better and once we
started doing that we started
scoring pretty regularly."

CROSS

Nick Viviani spearheaded
the Falcons' attack in the second half, scoring 16 points on
a try, a penalty kick and four
conversion kicks.
BG continued to stretch
the field and put up points
on the board.
Rocco
and
brother
Dominic Mauer added tries,
as did Narewski and wing
Nick Musarra.
"We ran through Davenport
in the second half like a fire on
a prairie." Roger Mazzarella
said. "The wind in BG really acts like a 16th man on
the field, both physically
and psychologically. Every
team that comes here to play
knows how we use the wind
to its utmost advantage — it's
already a de-stabilizing factor
in their heads."
The Falcons return to
action as they play host to outof-conference foe, Virginia
Tech, Saturday at the College
Park Rugby Field.

team's outing.
"We really needed to tighten
up our top five runners and
From Page 6
they accomplished that goal,''
ners in the event.
Paulson said. "Now we need to
Sophomore Jason Salyer fin- keep (In-ni:; that gap and have
ished just behind Moody.
our sixth, seventh, eighth and
Salyer completed the ninth man right there as well."
course in 0:26:05, placing
Paulson said that while
the team is not quite where it
52nd in the field.
First-year runners Rob needs to be, they are taking
Kelvey and Greg Black also the necessary steps to reach
both registered times under their goals.
27 minutes.
"The team is training well
Kelvey finished 97th with and progressing week-toa time of 0:26:50, while Black week," Paulson said. "The men
crossed the finish line only six are also very excited to race
seconds later, in 107th place.
at the All-Ohio Meet in two
Senior lesse Smuda ran the weeks. We will use this next
course in 0:27:01
week to get in some good qualBG coach Cami Paulson, ity training and get ready for
who stressed the importance the second half of the season."
of having a solid core of runThe Falcons now have two
ners going into each meet, weeks off before the All-Ohio
was very impressed with her Championships Oct I.
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KICK: Aiyssa Zuccaio scored two goals Sunday in BG's 3-2 win against Indiana State

By Backy Tenor
Reporter

"Indiana State is
a very good team

In its final nonconference
game, the BG women's soccer team beat Indiana State
3-2 Sunday, improving its
record to 2-6-1 and giving
coach Andy Richards his
100th win for the Falcons.
"Indiana State is a very
good team that was coming off a six-game winning.
streak." Richards said. "But
we were able to catch a bit of
luck and win."
Aiyssa Zuccaro scored
two goals followed by Sarah
VonderBrink who scored late
in the second half to capture
the win.
Richards said winning the
game as a team was much
more important than earning his 100th win as a coach.
"It doesn't really matter to
me. It's a nice milestone, I
guess," he said. "I'm more
interested in winning as a
team. I mean, eventually if
you coach for long enough
these milestones come along."
On Friday the team fell
2-0 to Michigan State, the
second Big Ten team it lost
to this season. Richards said
while he enjoys the challenge
of playing "tough" teams like
Michigan State, the Falcons

that was coming
off a six-game
[winning] streak."
Andy Richards | BG coach

are ready for Mid-American
Conference matches.
"We don't have to play Big
Ten teams the rest of the
season." he said. "Now we're
looking at the MAC teams
that are good enough to win
... but we're gixxl enough to
win those games too."
Co-captain Alicia Almond
said the team is excited about
the beginning of conference
play next weekend.
"It's a new start, everyone
is at 0-0," she said. "It's like a
breath of fresh air."
But while the Falcons are
looking forward to a clean
slate, Almond said there are
some challenges the MAC
brings as well.
"There is a lot more pressure because every game
counts." she said.
The Falcons will play
Buffak) Friday at 4 p.m. on
Cochrane Field.

SPORTS

BMgnday.
8 Mo^ay. September 20.2010

RECORDS
From Page 6
After winning the Mel
Brodl Invitational, BG
was able to put in another
great effort this past week,
despite the race having no
team scoring.
It was the second
straight week that BG's
Abby Koch led the team in
individual time.
The sophomore finished
29th overall with a time of
0:22:22. allowing her to be
part of one of the 20 best (ik

Finishes in school history.

Finishing in the top 50 with
Koch were seniors Heather
Conger (0:22:55) and Barbara
Powers (0:22:57).
There were six other runners that finished with personal bests in the 6k.
Autumn Dettmann
(0:23:03), Katie Borgelt
(0:23:32),Tara Weiss (0:23:48),
Courtney
Krummert
(0:24:31), Saisha Gailliard
(0:24:54) ami Caitlin Mack
(0:25:50) all finished with
personal bests.
"I be team raced well,''
BG coach (ami Paulson
said. "Abby's finish was
another very strong effort

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

and Heather, Barbara
and Autumn all worked
well together."
The Falcons will now
take two weeks off before
they compete in the AllOhio Championship, and
with the way the team has
performed the past two
weeks. Paulson is excited
for the All-Ohio.
"The team is working
very well together and
looking forward to the AllOhio meet in two weeks,"
she said.
The race will take place
in Cedarville, Ohio on
Friday, Oct. 1 at 2:45 p.m.

The Daily Crossword Fix
1 Highlander's cap
2 Seek support from
3 Jeff Lyn ne's band
4 MLK's title
5 Piano duet parts
6 Timer and Wood
7 Beethoven title name
6 Inverse ot nano9 Eight, in Aachen
10 Lithuanian's neighbor
11 Whistling thorn, eg.
12 Channel for little kids
13 Laughs at a |oke
18 Pemer. e.g.
21 Nevertheless
22 Trivia butt's fodder
23 "Here comes trouble!"
24 Anatomical knot
25 Plant with colorful
flower clusters
28 Gendor-biased, briefly
29 Sulk
30 violas' sect,

37
38
39
42
43
44
45
47

Fervent request
Give conditionally
Ouaml Yow/a!"
"Turn up the heat'"
Lunchbox snack
L*e bitter rivals
Verve
"The Zoo Story''
playwright
48 Evenh; where the
dessert haupia
is served
49 Dossier abbr
51 Rhyme scheme in
many sonnets
52 Bupkis, in Barcelona
53 Address site
56 Ranch closing''
57 Spearheaded
58 See 11 -Across
59 Part of NATO Abbr

32 More

NOTES
From Page 6

RedshirtsophomoreAaron
Pankratz came in relief of
Schilz with the game tied
at 28.
Pankrat/. threw for 111
yards with a touchdown and
an interception on 5-of-8
passing.
"IPankrat/l made some
really big plays for us," BG
coach Dave Clawson said.

opponent.
Up until then, the Falcons
had not defeated a C-USA
opponent since the 2004
GMAC Bowl, when they won
52-35 over Memphis.

Big night
Redshin freshman defensive back Cameron truss had
an all-around impressive
Jorden
game for the Falcons against
HCi wide receiver Kamar
the Thundering Herd
Truss was in on nine tackJorden led all receivers in
the game with 11 catches.
les Saturday night, including
That's very hard to do to sit on
lorden finished with 64
eight solo.
He broke up three the sidelines for three hours yards and a touchdown.
Through three games
Marshall
passes and and suddenly go into a game
blocked a field goal try on 28-28. that is not easy and he this season, lorden has 34
catches for 343 yards. .
the opening drive of the did a really nice job."
third quarter,
Up next
Win
Injury
Next week the Falcons
I he
Falcons'
win
Last week it was starting against the Thundering will find themselves in
centei Ken Bojicic, this week Herd snapped a three- familiar territory — on the
it's starting quarterback game losing streak dat- road.
BG will play its third
ing back to the 2009
MattSchilz,
road game of the season
Schilz left Saturday's Humanitarian Bowl.
The win was BG's third Saturday when they head
game late in the third quarter with a shoulder injury in straight win at home, also north to Ann Arbor to take
what appeared to be an AC going back to the 2009 sea- on Uenard Robinson and
joint strain.
son with wins over arch No. 20 Michigan.
The Wolverines are
Schilz suffered the inju- rival Toledo and Akron.
\\ aftei being sacked by
Saturday ended a long 3-0
after
defeating
Marshall defensive tackle drought for the Falcons Massachusetts
42-37
ivlwn lohnson.
over a Conference USA Saturday.
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
IK, \n
In ^IIK"
■CCtpi .t<Ki*i's<iin-m- that ili-.n

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
Happy Hour Mon-Fri. 4-8pm!
Daily Specials'Big Screen TV's!

Help Wanted
(BARTENDING! up to $3007day
No exp. necessary, training pro
vided, call 800-965-6520 x174

H.iti in encOUIBM iliMilminillon
■aim) u
'i poup on
if race ■■■
■
mortal origin sexual oru-n
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in iir deCuDMorj lacking In factual
ii<i»i* mtolmdingDrfiltelnnituM Ml
■dvcfuMmtnu an ubfcci to islmiix
I .All

Services Offered

ACUPUNCTURE'or ALL
conditions including
stress, smoking, PMS .. .
Dr. Lora Wolph, Board Certified
Call 419-353-6394
Campus Quarters Carryout
Located across from Harshnvjn
"Pop 'Snacks "Tobacco
"Beer "Wine 'Ltquor 'And More1
Check us out!

Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ flex
hours Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campus! Pay is
$7 30/hr. Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc 428 Clough St. BG, OH

MODELS I am a Findlay based
Art Photographer and a member
of The Findlay Art League who's
work has been displayed in
various shows, including THE
TOLEDO MUSEUM OF ART.
I am currently looking for African
American and/or other female
athletes of color who would like to
model This would be on an
ongoing basis and it is paid If you
have never done this before, I can
teach you If you are interested
please call me at 419-424-1448 in
the evenings after 6 PM or so.

1 Weeme
6 Certain alien
11 With 58-Down, "Taking
Woodstock" director
14 Many an IM user
15 "But l don't want to go among
mad people*" speaker
16 Co. in Cannes
17 The animals were bored, and the
cows suggested a
19 False pretense
20 Great idea1" said the goats
"Let's watch '
22 One may have an
undulating floor
26 Viti Levu is its largest island
27 Salt's salutations
28 Nouveau nche
31 Piece conclusion
3? Software (or creating
bibliographies
35 How lowbrow!" said the cats.
"We much prefer' '"

40
41
42
45
46
47
50

54
55

60
61
62
63
64
65

Check for flaws
Give _ up: assist
Cry at a faith healing
Supreme Court
nominee Kagan
Abolitionist Lucretia
1949 Gatsby portray er
"Too serious!" said the
pigeons "Why don't
we go with ' '?"
Sanctioned
But in the end. the sheep had
their way. and they
all watched "_"
Jar head
'Bye'"
Say "Hi1" to
L'Ecole _ Roches: French
pnvate school
Support pieces
Produce some cliff notes?

hi - N I

HURDLE: 6G wide receiver Tyrone Pronty hurdles over a Marshall defender during the Falcons' 44-28 win Saturday night

Services Offered

33 Informal turndown
34 "Forgot About
hip-tiop hit
36 Walk-_: bit parts

ACROSS

Help Wanted

Anihony Wayne Lacrosse Club
looking for PT JV & varsity head
& asst. coaches lor 2010-2011
Competitive wage. For more info,
go to: awlacrosse.com
Submit resumes to:
coflching@aw.iacjos.se.coro
Nanny wanted in BG for 2 toddler
boys, Mondays or Thursdays. 9-4
Email: brittany@wcnet.org
PT counter help needed, must be
avail 1 -6pm, 2-3 days per week
and 8-2 on Saturdays
Apply at Long's Dry Cleaners
1204W Wooster, BG
TAX PREPARER
FfMtax tchooll
Earn extra income
after taking course.
Flexible schedules,
convenient locations.
Register nowl Courses start 9/22.
Call 419-353-9009
Liberty Tax Service
Small tee for books.
Topless exotic darcers wanted,
must be 18, Call after 8pm,
no exp Call 419-332-2279.

For Sale

Call 419-707-2954.
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TACKLE: Cameron Truss gets a hold of Marshall wide receiver Antavious Wilson Truss had nine tackles on ihe night

For Sale

New sofa, still In box, $275.
Microfiber lifetime warranty.
Call 419-897-9062

For Rent

For Rent

Brand new & updatedl
1 & 2BR's. great location,
laundry on-site $510-395/mo.

Call 419-354-6036

Medium sized 3BR house, W/D,
A/C, avail NOWI $700/mo + utils
Call 419-601-3225.

For Rent

"1,2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as $225/mo,
semester leases.next to campus

419-353-0325. 9-9

VILLAGE

Preferred
Properties Co.
Find A Place To Call Home
www preferredproperttesco com

APARTMENTS

* Reduced Rate in
September 2010 *
• Apartments Available •
» Semester Leases *

Haven House Manor
Fox Run Apts.

* Minutes from BGSU »
< Pet friendly community <

1 Bedroom & Efficiency Houses

MAKE YOUR HOME AT
Piedmont Apts.
Updated Birchwood (small pel allowed)
Mini Mall AptS. (Downtown!

• Heat included*

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at

$155 lull size pillow top
mattress set, (new) in plastic.

ANSWERS

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

4«9-35*-6335

OFFICE HOURS
Mon-Fri: 8-4 30
530 S Maple St
419-352-9378

i

